We present a detailed comparison of the electronic structure of BaFe2As2 in its paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phases, through angle-resolved photoemission studies. Using different experimental geometries, we resolve the full elliptic shape of the electron pockets, including parts of dxy symmetry along its major axis that are usually missing. This allows us to define precisely how the hole and electron pockets are nested and how the different orbitals evolve at the transition. We conclude that the imperfect nesting between hole and electron pockets explains rather well the formation of gaps and residual metallic droplets in the AFM phase, provided the relative parity of the different bands is taken into account. Beyond this nesting picture, we observe shifts and splittings of numerous bands at the transition. We show that the splittings are surface sensitive and probably not a reliable signature of the magnetic order. On the other hand, the shifts indicate a significant redistribution of the orbital occupations at the transition, especially within the dxz/dyz system, which we discuss.
Since the recent discovery of iron-based superconductors, the relationship between magnetism and superconductivity has been a central question 1 . A better understanding of the nature of the magnetic state is needed to go further. In BaFe 2 As 2 , the high temperature phase is tetragonal and paramagnetic (PM) and transforms into an orthorhombic and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase below 137 K 2 . Neutron scattering has shown that the magnetic moments on Fe align co-linearly; antiferromagnetically along x and ferromagnetically along y (we call x and y the Fe first nearest neighbor directions) 3 . As the AFM phase is still metallic, it seems natural to describe it within an itinerant spin density wave (SDW) picture. The fact that the AFM wave vector corresponds to a good nesting vector between the hole and electron pockets indeed first suggested that a classical SDW picture could apply 4 . However, the subsequent discovery of a distinct AFM ordering in FeTe, despite an essentially similar Fermi surface (FS), complicated the picture and cast doubts that nesting could be the only driving force for the transition 5 . Very early, a local moment picture was also advocated 6 and the essential role of Hund's rule coupling in the formation of the local moments receives more and more attention 7 . This coupling is a consequence of the multiband nature of these compounds and the role of orbital orderings at, or before, the magnetic transition, is indeed actively discussed 8, 9 . Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) is a very well suited probe of a SDW transition, as it can be used to image the FS, identify the best nested parts and relate this to the size of gaps at different FS locations 10 . Furthermore, in a complex system like iron pnictides, it can resolve the properties of the different hole and electron bands and give valuable clues on their orbital origin 11, 12 . In BaFe 2 As 2 , the changes at the AFM transition first appeared subtle 13, 14 , but a number of significant features have now been identified by ARPES. The hole pockets at Γ lose their circular shape and become flower-like, where each petal is in fact a tiny electron pocket 15 . The electron pockets, located at the corners of the PM Brillouin zone (BZ), split into 4 droplets [16] [17] [18] , later described as Dirac cones 19 . At the same time, new bands, apparently folded with the magnetic periodicity, clearly appear 15, 16, 20 . Although such residual metallic pockets could be expected in a SDW with imperfect nesting 10 , their relationship with the PM electronic structure has not been clarified 17 . In addition, a curious observation is a splitting of some bands at the transition that was attributed either to an exotic form of exchange splitting 21 or to an anisotropy appearing between the x and y direction observed simultaneously in twinned samples 15, 22 . More recently, experiments in detwinned samples have appeared [23] [24] [25] , but they did not solve this issue. Finally, orbital splitting between d xz and d yz was claimed from a 2-fold symmetry of the hole FS 26 , which is a somewhat puzzling result, as most reported hole FS in fact appear 4-fold 15, 20, 22 . Obviously, there is also an important contribution of other orbitals than d xz and d yz to the electronic structure 11, 12 and their respective role in the transition is still quite unclear.
Recently, we have obtained a better understanding of the structure of the electron pockets, by finding an ex- perimental condition where the electron bands along the major and minor axis of the elliptical electron pocket can be clearly isolated 27 . This is useful for the study of the magnetic transition in at least two aspects. First, this allows to define precisely the shape of the electron pocket and therefore the real degree of nesting between the hole and electron pockets. We discuss the relevance of these nesting ideas to describe the reconstruction of the electronic structure in the SDW state. Second, these bands have very anisotropic dispersions depending on their orbital character (d xz /d yz or d xy ), which allows to follow clearly what happens to each band at the transition. This is impossible for the hole bands, which all have similar dispersions and quite strongly overlap. In particular, we stress the role of the d xy band in the formation of the "Dirac cone" and we reinterpret one "folded hole band" as a d yz band shifted up, in good agreement with a recent study in de-twinned sample 24 . In addition, we observe that the splitting of the bands at the transition depends on the surface properties and may not be relevant for the understanding of magnetism. We then estimate the degree of polarization in the d xz /d yz orbitals.
BaFe 2 As 2 single crystals were grown using a FeAs selfflux method. ARPES experiments were carried out at the CASSIOPEE beamline at the SOLEIL synchrotron, with a Scienta R4000 analyser, an angular resolution of 0.2
• and an energy resolution better than 15 meV.
II. PARAMAGNETIC PHASE A. Fermi Surface
In Fig. 1(a) , the FS is presented at T = 150 K in the PM state. The photon energy is chosen such that the normal emission corresponds to the Z point of the BZ 28 . Two concentric and circular hole pockets are observed around the Z point with diameters 2k F = 0.2(2) and 0.47(2)Å −1 ( Fig. 1(b) ). The inner one is believed to be doubly degenerate and formed by the d xz and d yz orbitals, while the outer one is not degenerate and of even symmetry 11, 12 . The electron pockets are measured in two different experimental geometries, which select orbitals either even with respect to the yz plane or odd with respect to the xz plane. Note that the even parts are missing in most ARPES measurements, leaving it unclear how the electron pockets close towards Z. More details about how this band is detected can be found in ref. 27 . At k z = 1, the electron pocket is elliptic and oriented towards Z, odd along its minor axis (2k F = 0.18(4)Å −1 ) and even along its major axis (2k F = 0.54(2)Å −1 ). The dispersions of the bands are very different; the odd parts form a very shallow band of about 40 meV ( Fig. 1(d) ), while the even band is deeper (100 meV, see Fig. 1(c) ). The shallow band corresponds very well to the odd d xz /d yz in theoretical calculations and the deep band to d xy , although its parity is not expected as predominantly even (see Fig. 4 or ref. 27 ). The d xz /d yz band also forms a flat band below E F along the ellipse major axis, shown in Fig. 1 (e). A second electron pocket is expected at each BZ corner, arising from folding in the reduced BZ 29 . We have shown 27 that it is suppressed in these experimental conditions, which simplifies greatly the structure and will allow to better understand the modifications in the AFM state.
B. Quality of Nesting
We now consider which electronic structure would be expected in the magnetic state within a simple SDW picture. Fig. 2(a) shows how the 3D magnetic BZ compares with the PM BZ. The stacking of the magnetically ordered FeAs planes is such 3 that neighboring magnetic BZ along the AFM direction k x are shifted along k z (Fig.  2(e) ). In Fig. 2(d) , we sketch the FS observed in the PM state by solid lines and we show by dashed lines the pockets translated by the AFM wave vector, q AF [note that its has a k z component, see Fig. 2(e) . At k z = 1, the sizes of the circles and ellipses were determined experimentally. At k z = 0, the hole pockets are smaller and the outer pocket is not clearly detected, as sketched in Fig. 2(e) , so that we only represent the smaller circle. The electron pocket essentially rotates with k z , but also becomes more rounded as sketched for k z = 0 27,29 . We omit for clarity, and because it is not detected experi- mentally, the structurally folded electron pocket, except on the left corner (this folding ensures the equivalency between X and Y). Due to the elliptic shape of the electron pocket, the nesting is very different along the minor and major ellipse axis. Along the major axis ( Fig. 2(b) ), the deep electron band crosses the inner hole band and is relatively well nested with the outer hole band, while, along the minor axis ( Fig. 2(c) ), it is the shallow electron band that is now nested with the inner hole band. Assuming the interaction between the original and folded bands will open a gap of 40meV at their crossings, we obtain the dispersions sketched as red lines 10 . An electron-like droplet should appear between the inner and outer hole bands, with a gap on the outer side. These droplets are shown as green filled circles on the FS map. On the other hand, the shallow electron band should be completely gapped. The details of the droplets and gaps should change along k z , because the sizes of the pockets slightly change. This can actually be observed 30 , but we neglect such effects here, as we have found that they do not modify the general picture.
III. MAGNETIC PHASE
In Fig. 3 , we present the FS in the AFM phase at T = 20 K, together with dispersions of the main features. The PM dispersions are added for reference to the second derivative images as white lines. From the nesting picture described just before, we would expect that gaps and droplets appear near the Fermi level, but that the electronic structure remains essentially the same above the energy scale of these gaps. Indeed, there is at first sight not much change on the position of the hole bands ( Fig.  3(e) ). On the other hand, all electron bands (deep, shallow and flat) seem to shift downwards by about 20meV and sometimes split (especially the shallow one in Fig.  3(c) ) This indicates a larger reorganization of the electronic structure. Except for the behavior of the deep electron band, similar features were reported before, as recalled in the introduction. However, they were rarely discussed altogether, so that a comprehensive picture of the complex modifications of the electronic structure at the magnetic transition is still missing. For example, the center and corners of the PM BZ become equivalent in the AFM BZ (except for the different k z ), so why do they look so different? Is it just due to differences in relative intensities of hole and electron bands at the two points or are there different structures (e.g. droplets and Dirac cones)? Why would the electron bands shift and not the hole bands? How is the number of carriers conserved if electron bands just shift down? Do the splitting and shifting originate from the same interaction ? In the following, we address all these questions by reviewing successively the different types of modifications appearing at the transition.
A. Residual metallic droplets
A clear modification is the appearance of 4 electron droplets on the outskirt of the hole pockets, marked by small circles on the FS 15, 22 . They are located between the inner and outer hole pockets (Fig. 3(e) ) and are more clearly seen in Fig. 3(f) that presents a cut through such a droplet. They correspond quite well to the expected green droplets in Fig. 2(d) , because twinning creates a 4-fold symmetry. They can therefore be assigned to the interaction between the inner hole band and the deep electron band. It has rarely been noticed, but it is clear from Fig. 2 , that twinning should not produce a 4-fold symmetry at the electron pocket (this point is often missed, because the second electron pocket, arising from structural folding 27,29 is often incorrectly represented rotated by 90
• ). The 4 bright spots appearing at the extremities of the electron pockets and marked by black points on the FS must then have a different origin. In fact, the interaction forming the green droplet is also visible on the deep electron band. The white arrow in Fig. 3(b) indicates the crossing with the folded inner hole band, but it is less clear, as the folded inner hole band is very weak. Most of the intensity of the bright spots is located where the deep electron band crosses E F . Fig. 3 allows us to understand that the bright spots are in fact created by different bands in the different cases (some residual intensity due to the shallow electron band, which sometimes look point-like, is also observed in the odd measurement). The spots along k y in the even measurement are due to the deep electron band, while those along k x , both in odd and even measurements, are due to a "folded" hole band, as the one shown in Fig. 3(e) . Indeed, this band looks like the outer hole band folded with respect to the AFM BZ (dashed line), although it has a surprisingly strong intensity for a folded band. We will return to its exact nature later. As the deep electron band is usually not observed, most of the spots reported so far are in fact due to the folded hole band and seem to appear outside the contour of the PM FS 16, 17, 19 , which seems rather strange. Fig. 3 (e) makes it clear that they are in fact located where the folded band meets the deep electron band, forming a sort of "Dirac cone" in this direction. However, the two bands are never observed together in our measurements, evidencing they have opposite parity. Fig. 4(d) presents the gaps opening in the AFM phase, by comparing spectra measured at k F along different cuts of the electron ellipse, at 20 and 150 K. There is clearly no gap on the deep electron band along the major axis (bottom spectra), despite its good nesting conditions with the outer hole band. This is likely due to the opposite parity of the deep and folded hole bands, which we have just evidenced experimentally and which should forbid their interaction. Away from k y , the deep electron band acquires some odd character and becomes quickly gapped, as shown by the much smaller extension of the FS in the AFM state compared to PM one and directly by the spectra of Fig. 4(d) . Such a symmetry argument was used by Ran et al. 31 to predict the formation of Dirac cones at these particular points. Parity rather than nesting is essential to describe these features. As for the shallow electron band, we do observe that it is almost entirely gapped (top spectra in Fig. 4(d) ), in agreement with Fig.  2(c) , although the situation is complicated there by the splitting, evidently changing the nesting conditions.
B. SDW Gaps
A revised nesting picture, taking into account symmetry dependent interactions, then describes well the formation of gaps and droplets in this phase. The order of magnitude of these interactions is 20-40 meV, which agrees well with the smallest gap detected in optical measurements 32 .
C. Splittings and surface effects
The splitting of the shallow band, as well as that of some other bands, was reported before as an unusual feature of this state 21, 22 . We reveal here that it depends on the surface structure. Among 10 samples cleaved at low temperatures, we observed in half the cases a clear splitting of 40 meV as in Fig. 3(c) and in the other half, a much smaller splitting of 15 meV as in Fig. 3(d) . Moreover, we observed that annealing a sample with a (d)-like splitting up to 300 K and recooling it below the transition, results in a (c)-like splitting. STM and LEED studies have shown that, when a sample is cleaved cold, the Ba remaining at the surface may adopt particular orders, which are irreversibly lost after annealing at 300 K 33 . It is therefore very likely that the splitting depends on the Ba order and is not intrinsic to the magnetic state. On the other hand, the downward shift of the lower band by about 20 meV in both cases seems to be a robust feature and was for example also observed in NaFeAs, which has quite a different surface 34 .
It would be interesting to clarify the origin of this splitting to understand how the structure may influence the magnetism and also to what extent these ARPES data are representative of the bulk magnetic structure. The fact that similar gaps are measured by ARPES and other techniques supports the idea that ARPES still probes essentially the bulk magnetic structure. At present, we could either attribute the lower band to a bulk band and the upper band to a surface band or suppose that there is some small ferromagnetic component at the surface, which splits the bands and whose magnitude depends on the surface structure. 
D. Shifts and orbital ordering
The most original feature of the magnetic state may be the shifts observed at the transition. As shifting a band relatively to E F changes the number of carriers it contains, this implies a redistribution of the occupation of the different orbitals at the transition and is a signature of the multi-orbital nature of the transition. Qualitatively, it seems natural that the AFM or ferromagnetic alignment of the spins along x or y affects the orbital occupations in the two directions. Our ARPES data allow some quantitative estimates. Fig. 4(a) sketches the increase of the size of the pocket in the AFM phase, corresponding to the down shifts of the electron bands we observe. As recalled in Fig. 4(b) , the deep electron band shifts down by 30 meV, increasing its diameter to 2k F = 0.60(2)Å −1 and the lower shallow band (Fig. 4(c) ) by 20 meV, increasing its diameter to 2k F = 0.26(4)Å −1 (k F is defined as the point closest to E F , even if it is gapped, see Fig. 4(c) ). The number n of carriers contained in one pocket is simply proportional to the FS area A F S (n=2A F S /A BZ 28 ). This increases from 0.035 electrons/Fe in the PM state for each electron pocket to 0.05 electrons/Fe in the AFM state. This rough estimate suggests that one pocket must be nearly empty in the AFM state, indicating a significant orbital polarization. As the d xz /d yz band is quite shallow, one would need to shift it up only by 50 meV to empty it completely. If this happens, this band will not be observed anymore with ARPES, but a similar shift should occur on the flat electron band, whose top coincides with the bottom of the shallow band. Fig. 4(b) shows that it is indeed possible to interpret the folded hole band as the flat band shifted up. Its curvature seems larger than that of the bottom band, but this is a very simple model and this bands probably also interacts with the folded hole bands expected in this region. This would explain the strong intensity of this band and also its polarization behavior, which is not that of the outer hole band. In Fig. 3 , it appears both even with respect to yz and odd with respect to xz. Only d xz or d yz (but not both) can produce this behavior, even in the presence of twinning (the same argument was used in 26 for a different situation). In fact, this is in nice agreement with a recent experiment in a de-twinned sample 24 , where it is observed that the flat electron band shifts down along x and up along y, creating the "folded hole band". We also note that in these detwinned experiments 23, 24 , both bands were split, indicating that the splitting is something different, not associated with twinning. This is consistent with our observation that it is surface dependent. This also means that what looks like the outer hole band in Fig. 3(e) is in fact more likely the inner d yz band shifted up. Therefore there are probably similar shifts in the hole bands, but they are more difficult to decipher as the bands strongly overlap and all have similar dispersions. Finally, these estimations validate the sketch of Fig. 4(a) with a large electron pocket along y and only small residual pockets along x, probably near the d xy parts.
IV. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have shown that the FS nesting explains well the formation of gaps and residual metallic pockets, provided that the parity of the different bands is taken into account. However, the gaps detected here are rather small (at most 40 meV) and are of the same order of magnitude as energy shifts detected for many bands. This means that the gain of energy in the AFM state cannot simply be assigned to gap openings at E F , as in a simple SDW case, but that reordering between different orbitals is as important. We stress that we here focus on the near E F region, whereas the higher energy scale may be quite different 32 and also hold important keys to stabilize the magnetic state 7 . We show that the splitting of the d xz /d yz band appearing at the magnetic transition 21 depends on the surface structure. However, we clearly identify a robust down shift of a band of d xz /d yz symmetry (the shallow electron band) and an up shift of a band of opposite d xz /d yz symmetry (the "folded" hole band). This establishes a significant degree of orbital polarization in the d xz /d yz system that could be compared with different models of orbital orderings at the transition 8, 9 . However, we also observe that other orbitals play an im-portant role and move at the transition, most notably the deep electron band of d xy symmetry forming the extremities of the electron ellipse. These parts remain largely ungapped in the AFM state and may be the first parts where superconductivity will develop.
